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1. INTRODUCTION

INTRODUCTION
Three years ago, Babergh and Mid Suffolk District Councils appointed a single Chief Executive. This represented the first stage in an integration
programme that would bring the staff from both Councils into a single, fully integrated, workforce. Whilst both Councils remain separate sovereign
bodies run by their own elected Councillors, the integration at Officer level will fundamentally transform the way the Councils are served by staff.
Staff and councillors are already working in new ways and the workforce has been restructured into a single delivery organisation across the two local
authorities, saving circa £1.8m by creating a joint management team in the process. The management team has reduced by nearly 40% and the
workforce has seen a 10% reduction in the last three years.
The historic bases of Babergh and Mid Suffolk District Councils in Hadleigh and Needham Market respectively, mean that at the present time, both
Councils have separate Council offices. It is important that the future accommodation the Councils operate from supports and contributes to the
integration and transformation process underway. At present, the current offices in Hadleigh and Needham Market do not support new ways of
working and a culture change that is focused on breaking down working silos. Notwithstanding the fact that some staff have desks in each of the
offices, it is clear that in addition to not playing the required role in the change process, the offices also promote inefficiency in the way Council
services are delivered.
The recently published joint Strategic Plan sets out the clear strategy for the organisations over the next 3-5 years. Priorities are set out as economy
and environment, housing, and strong and healthy communities, together with a proposal to change the way the Councils work which is captured by
“smaller, smarter, swifter”.
These agreed priorities have been borne in mind throughout the accommodation review and particularly within the qualitative appraisal of options.
Clearly a key focus for future accommodation options is to identify the option that will contribute most positively to the change process that allows the
Councils to work smaller, smarter and swifter. The objective of this change process is set out clearly within the Strategic Plan and reflects both
qualitative and quantitative requirements that provide the reference point throughout this review.
“To become an organisation that is smaller, smarter, swifter yet capable of contributing fully to achieving the priority outcomes set out in the Strategic
Plan and surviving and thriving notwithstanding the financial challenges facing both Councils in the medium term.”
The steer given by Councilors was that the status quo is not an option moving forward and therefore Lambert Smith Hampton was commissioned to
undertake an accommodation review. The review is structured in two distinct phases, A and B. This report sets out the findings of Phase A of the
study which is focused on a review of the current accommodation, work styles and potential alternative uses for the buildings. It considers and
appraises strategic accommodation options for Babergh and Mid Suffolk District Councils office accommodation.

2. ANALYSIS OF CURRENT
ACCOMMODATION

MID-SUFFOLK
DISTRICT COUNCIL
– NEEDHAM MARKET

1

NEEDHAM MARKET - GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The property comprises a four storey listed building, (Hurstlea House) which dates from the mid 1800’s and has been extended to the rear over two
storeys; the Mid Suffolk Council Chamber is located within the first floor of the 1960’s extension. Annexed to the listed building is a substantial, two
storey office building of steel framed construction which dates from the early 1980’s.

The listed building element forms office accommodation which is heavily cellularised reflecting the layout of the original dwelling house – it is therefore
inefficient in terms of use and occupation. Circulation is via principal and secondary staircases and that building has no lift. The building is constructed
of solid masonry, with single glazed, timber sash windows, timber doors and a slate covered pitched roof. Internally, the building is provided with carpet
tile floor finishes to timber floors and surface mounted light fittings to plastered ceilings. Power and data installations are accommodated within
perimeter trunking. The incoming gas supply for the whole building is located within the basement. There is no air conditioning within the building.

The 1980’s element of the building is constructed via a steel frame with cavity masonry cladding; windows comprise single glazed, aluminium framed
units with a tile covered pitched roof. Internally, the building is provided with carpet tile floor finishes to concrete floors. Ceilings comprise suspended
ceilings with recessed modular light units, the majority of the lighting was changed in 2012 to LED fittings. Power and data installations are
accommodated within perimeter trunking and power poles. There is a central lift within the building. The incoming water and electrical supplies are
located within the ground floor. There are a number of wall mounted air conditioning units located within isolated cellular rooms.

The site sprawls over a large site incorporating many separate external areas. The main entrance to the site is via the High Street and the reception is
suited to this function. Visitors arriving by car use a further entrance to the rear of the property. There are substantial grounds which incorporate
sections of the original, stone boundary to the settlement which falls within the listing.

There are two further, single storey, timber framed outbuildings which comprise a generator housing and external sports store.

NEEDHAM MARKET - CONDITION
The property has been regularly maintained and presents in generally good superficial condition. There are a number of items of routine maintenance
which are dictated by the age and construction of the listed building such as repairs to the roof detailing and timber windows. The building generally
presents well both internally and externally.

Externally, routine external redecoration has been completed and the grounds are well maintained. Internally, the property presents well; the almost
total replacement of lighting in 2012 with LED fittings has introduced bright, white light, and internal redecorations, whilst requiring renewal in the short
to medium term, are generally in fair condition throughout. Carpets are worn and would benefit from replacement.

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

The costs include no allowance for any adaptation or modification involved in relocating the operations from one council to the other in amalgamating
under one roof or for any substantial change in the existing provision.

NEEDHAM MARKET – BACKLOG MAINTENANCE

Ref
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Item
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Misc. roof repairs to listed building
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Redecorate externally
Repair footpaths, car parks and re-surface isolated hardstandings
Redecorate internally
Repair and re-point areas of boundary walls
General landscaping maintenance
Replace carpet floor finishes throughout
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
General M&E testing, servicing and maintenance
Undertake isolated repairs to TRV’s
Total

Budget
£xxx
£xxx
£xxx
£xxx
£xxx
£xxx
£xxx
£xxx
£xxx
£xxx
£xxx
£xxx
£xxx
£xxx

BABERGH DISTRICT
COUNCIL – HADLEIGH

1

HADLEIGH - GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The Hadleigh property comprises a number of inter-linked (and listed) buildings. The accommodation is inefficient in planning terms with a significant
amount of irregularly shaped space, poor circulation routes and cellularisation caused by structural walls. The specification is low, with single-glazed
windows and perimeter trunking. The building was refurbished in the 1980s and has been well-maintained since. However, the inefficiency of the
internal layout, combined with the Listing of the space, makes the building unsuitable in many ways for meeting key organisational objectives.
Circulation throughout the buildings is poor with many restricted corridors, pinch points and changes in level.

A scheme to extend and connect the listed properties including the construction of a central, showcase, tiered council chamber was recognised with an
architectural award in the 1980’s for the intuitive and sympathetic manner in which the listed buildings were incorporated into a holistic scheme.

The listed building elements generally comprise a solid masonry structure with timber floors and tile covered pitched roofs. Windows throughout
comprise single glazed, timber framed units.

The accommodation is heavily cellularised which is influenced by the configuration of the listed buildings. In addition, where the buildings have been
extended, the structure of the extension, via a timber frame with supplemental steel tensioning, significantly constrains the internal layout which is
uneconomic.

Power and data distribution is generally by perimeter trunking; air conditioning is provided to a number of isolated rooms by local units with remote
external condensers.

HADLEIGH - CONDITION
The property has been well maintained and presents in good general condition. Due to the age and materials used in the construction of the listed
elements of the property, general items of routine maintenance such as the repair of timber windows and cleaning/repair of rainwater goods and
flashings will dictate that a regular plan of inspection and commitment to small items of maintenance are necessary to ensure that wholesale
repairs/replacement do not become necessary over the course of time.

Many of the finishes employed in the construction of the 1980’s extension do not require routine renewal – fair faced brickwork walls and tiled floors for
example, only require routine cleaning and an occasional deep clean in difference to regular replacement or redecoration on a cyclical basis.
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxx

We have provided below a summary of the principle items of routine maintenance which will require completion should the property continue to be
occupied. As with Needham Market, the costs include no allowance for any adaptation or modification involved in relocating the operations from one
council to the other in amalgamating under one roof or for any substantial change in the existing provision.

HADLEIGH – BACKLOG MAINTENANCE

Ref
1
2
3
3
4
5
6
7

Item
Misc. repairs to gutters, valleys and roof
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Redecorate externally
Redecorate internally
General landscaping maintenance
Replace carpet floor finishes throughout
General M&E testing, servicing and maintenance
Total

Budget
£xxx
£xxx
£xxx
£xxx
£xxx
£xxx
£xxx
£xxx
£xxx

ANALYSIS OF OCCUPATIONAL COSTS
• The chart shows current costs provided by Babergh and Mid Suffolk District Councils
• Broadly the costs are in line with benchmark costs for other public sector organisations
• Minor adjustments were made for appraisal purposes to reflect:
• management and life cycle at Hadleigh
• maintenance and life cycle at Needham Market
• Rates based on market.

USE OF SPACE
In order to assess the use of space, the two main buildings were visited on a number of occasions and observations were made on the quality and use
of the space. These are set out below. It must be stressed that these are observations rather than the outcomes of detailed surveys.

Across the office floors of both buildings there are various furniture solutions, with differing types and standards of desks, chairs and filing cabinets.
The significance of this observation is that non-standard solutions introduce inefficiencies in space usage and churn costs. Apart from the variety,
there is a predominance of large workstations. There are many large (1,800mm), traditional L-shaped desks, designed for use in conjunction with CRT
screens rather than the flat screens that now occupy them.

Furthermore, not only are many of the workstations large in their own right, but they are often supplemented with returns, filing cabinets and tables,
resulting in large desk areas and space inefficiency.

Across the two buildings there does not appear to be a severe problem with storage space, certainly not in the sense of a chronic shortage: most
groups have adequate space, with few apparent shortages. However, it does appear that there is a proportion of on-floor storage that could be more
kept more efficiently either archived off-site, or stored centrally.

There appear to be some loose house rules regarding the provision of refreshment facilities. Essentially, many staff ‘do their own thing’. As a result,
there are informal tea/coffee points, fridges and food and drink making materials at the workplace. Some of these informal facilities are poorly
managed, and inevitably become dirty and untidy. Apart from the fact that informal local vending points tend to be untidy, they take up unnecessary
space. Not only is there the footprint of the fridge or cabinet itself, but there is also the secondary circulation around it. Each point can, in practice,

occupy space equivalent to one whole workstation.

USE OF SPACE (CONT’D)
The Councils have made significant strides towards open plan working, and many partitions and high level storage cabinets have been removed to
enhance the working environment. However, the local division of space to create departmental or section areas, persists. One of the side effects of
the sub-division of space is the impact on air circulation. A further side effect of the partitioning of space is the impact on space efficiency. Where tall

cabinets, for example, divide space to segregate teams, they introduce unnecessary secondary circulation space. This brings about a 10% to 15%
penalty in terms of occupancy densities at the local level.

The nature of the floor plan in Hadleigh creates a number of segregated units. This places the building at a space planning disadvantage because it
limits options for increasing density and introducing agile working practices.

SPACE UTILISATION
The utilisation of space across the buildings varies quite widely, and this is the source of inefficiency in space use. While, to some degree, certain
areas have lower densities (i.e. more space) because they have sorted out their filing and storage issues, the prevalent reason is that some standards
across the buildings are inequitable. However, there are space planning inefficiencies at Hadleigh in particular that are intrinsic to the building and
make efficient and equitable distribution of space difficult. The scale of the difference between benchmark and existing layout (see below) suggests
that significant improvements could be made. This is verified by our visual inspection of the buildings and experience of other, similar organisations.

The utilisation of space is worsened by the large number of officers who have a dedicated desk in both buildings. This is reported to number around
50, although there is no verifiable data. Again this is contrary to the ‘smaller, smarter, swifter’ mantra.

Meeting rooms are a perennial problem in modern offices in so far as there are rarely enough to cater for demand. While there are times when
meetings rooms are fully booked (exacerbated by the block bookings of rooms for election preparation when the review was taking place) this does not
appear to be a major problem for the Councils. While we did not undertake any surveys of meeting room utilisation, observational evidence suggests
that there is an adequate number of meeting rooms for the level of demand.

Part of the reason for demand for meeting rooms being relatively low could be that the current predominant work style does not demand a high level of
collaborative activity. Perhaps many staff are focussed on transactional work or the management of “cases” (Planning, Legal, Housing) which require
individual endeavour rather than team work. Of course this might change in the future.

The above discussion relates specifically to internal meeting rooms and does not include the interview rooms used for public consultations. Such
rooms are required for purposes of confidentiality, and currently no shortages are reported.

OCCUPATIONAL DENSITY
The Councils’ asset registers lists Hadleigh as 3,920 sq m and Needham Market as 4,478 sq m, giving a combined total of 8,398 sq m. These figures
represent Net Usable Area (NUA). For the purposes of space budgeting and planning future accommodation, it is normal practice to work with Net
Internal Area data (NIA). NIA is equivalent to NUA plus main corridors, and includes meeting rooms, catering, council chambers, etc. For
benchmarking purposes, the conversion factor from NUA to NIA is 9%, which means that 8,398 sq m NUA becomes 9,154 sq m NIA.

The two buildings currently accommodate 397 staff from an officer establishment of 443. The difference between the two figures is accounted for by

staff who spend all their time in community and other premises. Needham Market also contains around 74 other public sector staff, the majority of
which (60) are office-bound County Council ACS/CYP staff, which pushes the total building population up to 457. This implies an area of 20 sq m per
person/desk, which is a low density compared with best practice. To place this figure into context, we can compare it to the British Council for Office
(BCO) benchmark research.

The BCO Occupier Density Study 2013, which sampled over 2.3 million sq m nationally, provides an overall density average of 10.9 sq m. More
specifically, its average for the public sector is 12.1 sq m. The Government is currently targeting 10 sq m in its asset rationalisation programme.
These are all desk density figures, and do not take account of desk sharing.

It is important to emphasise that within the overall density of 20 sq m per person/desk, there is significant variation. For example, Needham Market is
more densely occupied than Hadleigh – around 16 sq m per desk compared to 22 sq m. Similarly, in those areas where re-planning has taken place in
recent times, densities are significantly higher. The newly-planned Finance area is a good example.

3. FUTURE ACCOMMODATION
REQUIREMENTS

STAKEHOLDER MEETINGS AND FEEDBACK
11 meetings were held with stakeholders to ascertain accommodation needs and priorities. Interviews were held with: Asset Management, Customer
Support, Finance, Heads of Service, HR, IM & ICT, Management Board and Members. There were also presentations at Member Briefings / Seminars,
and to the Joint Member Implementation Board.

The meetings confirmed that the integration process between Babergh and Mid Suffolk is well advanced. Service delivery has been fully integrated,
while two sovereign Councils have been retained. The completion of the integration journey must be sensitive to the fact that Councils’ staff have
experienced a prolonged period of the effects of the austerity programme and are subject to a comprehensive change programme. There remains,
however, an overriding priority to complete the integration process at a number of practical levels. These include technology infrastructure,
organisational development, accommodation, and all the associated culture change. More specifically there is a need to achieve the following:

•

Service delivery: connect to community: connect to partners; connect to commerce.

•

Management culture: develop the right leadership style – primarily through the ‘Leadership in Mind’ programme.

•

Seamless ICT

•

Co-location: bring teams together to overcome major inefficiencies.

•

Workstyles: introduce agile working, agility in service delivery, and collaborative working.

The meetings confirmed the absolute need for an accommodation strategy to support the outcome of corporate priorities. Furthermore, there is a
strong desire to create accommodation that expresses ‘what the Councils are about’, reflecting service delivery priorities and the Councils' strategic
priorities. The accommodation strategy must deliver a work environment that makes the Councils more effective, whether that is in terms of delivering

services, working between colleagues, or working with Members.

STAKEHOLDER MEETINGS AND FEEDBACK
(CONT’D)
There is a clear consensus among the stakeholders interviewed, that the status quo is not an option for accommodation. The occupation of both the
Needham Market and Hadleigh buildings is recognised to be inefficient, costly, wasteful and a block to full integration.

Rather, stakeholders wish to see reorganised accommodation that ensures efficient and effective service delivery and satisfies political priorities. They
want a work environment that supports management, culture, and systems to secure full and sustainable integration. At the same time, it should
contribute to ‘channel shift’ and demand management to improve service access and reduce face-to-face contact between officers and the public.

STAKEHOLDER FEEDBACK - ISSUES
A number of specific issues were raised during the stakeholder consultations and these are summarised as follows:

•

Need to retain two sovereign Councils; less focus on distinctive Council chambers.

•

The single public sector estate agenda is important but should not delay action.

•

Need to resolve separate site issues; single site for HQ preferred.

•

Sudbury/Stowmarket better for service delivery than Hadleigh/Needham Market.

•

Should admin (back office) and service delivery be separated?

•

The lack of a seamless resilient ICT solution.

•

Potential need to find alternative uses for Hadleigh and Needham Market.

•

Staff morale and change fatigue? Not major, but care needed.

•

Accessibility: staff to public and public to buildings.

•

Space for Members to meet with officers.

There is a strong corporate focus on workplace culture and leadership which needs to be accompanied by smarter, or agile, working and appropriate
HR policies. The accommodation of the future must be able to support agile working, team working, and collaborative working (in service delivery and
delivering the priorities). There is a strong desire to move on from a traditional local government management style and the accommodation must
reflect this.

It must reflect: corporate priorities; management style; agility; connectivity and motivation.

It must also support ‘smaller, smarter, swifter’.

STAKEHOLDER FEEDBACK - OPPORTUNITIES
A key focus of stakeholder feedback is a recognition that accommodation can and should be used to deliver organisational efficiency and
effectiveness. Most stakeholders recognise a limited number of potential options.
•

Consolidate into Needham Market with satellites.

•

Consolidate into Hadleigh with satellites.

•

Admin building in Sudbury, Stowmarket or Ipswich with satellites in Needham Market and Hadleigh to reflect current democratic centres.

•

Admin building in Sudbury, Stowmarket or Ipswich plus satellites in areas with high service demand.

There are however a number of ‘known unknowns’ that need to be factored in within the evolution of accommodation options. It will be important to
recognise and deal with these in terms of either arriving at an accommodation strategy that has flexibility built into it as a core principle or as
considerations that needs to be clarified prior to embarking on a significant strategy. These include:
•

Organisational design: what will the Councils ‘look like’? In part this will be driven by the strategic plan’s delivery programme

•

Future of ICT (infrastructure) delivery and relationship with SCC?

•

Potential for sharing some corporate functions with SCC or other partners?

•

Other shared services?

•

Future of DLO?

•

Investment in an Electronic Document and Records Management System (EDRMS)?

•

Economic impact of consolidation on Hadleigh and Needham Market?

•

Unitary working: should it affect the long-term accommodation decision?

AN INTEGRATED APPROACH TO CORPORATE
RESOURCES
One of the most significant opportunities apparent from the stakeholder feedback is the opportunity to take an integrated approach to accommodation,
Organisational Development (OD) and ICT planning. A more co-ordinated approach to these three key corporate resource areas (now becoming
widely adopted in the public sector) will help to underpin and enable the wider cultural change that is being developed. Such an approach will also be
understood by staff and Members because it packages benefits. This report is a step in the direction of such an integrated approach. IM & ICT and OD
have also indicated their ‘direction of travel’, as shown below.

IM & ICT direction of travel
•

Single unified log on system with a single domain for all staff.

•

Shared calendars and meeting room booking.

•

Migration from MS Office to cloud-based Office 365, allowing email access from anywhere, at anytime on any device.

•

Migration from E: Drives and H: Drives to Team Sites for document storage and to enable access to common, team-specific information.

•

Local storage of sensitive information, accessible by relevant officers only.

•

‘Follow-me’ printing and Wi-Fi.

OD direction of travel
In order to survive and thrive the Strategic Plan sets out how the Councils wish to be flexible, agile and adaptable, and the characteristics that reflect
this include: community focus, citizen and community experience, insight led, engagement and involvement, collaborative working, values attitudes
and behaviours and skills development.

Bringing these initiatives together with the accommodation strategy will underpin the ‘smarter, smaller, swifter’ priority. They can also be presented as
a journey to staff and Members, which will have significant benefits.

STRATEGIC SPACE BUDGET
In order to prepare models for the Councils’ future accommodation needs it is necessary to prepare a strategic space budget which reflects headcount,
organisational structure and workstyles. This section quantifies requirements and sets out an overall strategic space budget.

Headcount figures for each service and team were provided, identifying those requiring a workstation within the HQ. These figures are then modelled
at 12.0 sq m, 10.5 sq m and 9.0 sq m per desk (to reflect increasing levels of density), and taking account of agile working and desk sharing. The
space budget allows a ratio of three people per desk for staff who are out of the office for more than 50% of the average working week, and those who

are considered fully agile.

The calculation showed the 397 staff have a requirement for 63 shared desks and 215 fixed desks which, at 12.0 sq m per desk, results in a demand
for 3,320 sq m NIA. This reduces to 2,905 at 10.5 sq m NIA and 2,490 sq m at 9.0 sq m NIA.

It must be emphasised that this space budget does not include any County Council ACS/CYP staff. There are currently around 60 such staff, and if
they are to be accommodated in the future , then 504 sq m of NIA should be added to the total requirement. The 504 sq m is arrived at by assuming
the 60 staff share at a ratio of eight desks per ten people, and at 10.5 sq m per desk.

This would then give a combined requirement of 3,409 sq m NIA at 10.5 sq m per desk.

STRATEGIC SPACE BUDGET (CONT’D)
In terms of the various options available to the Councils, if all staff migrate to a single new HQ building, then the 2,905 sq m NIA is the optimum
size for the building. It should be stressed that within this headline figure, the details of space planning will be dealt with at a later stage.

If, on the other hand, the Councils choose to split corporate functions from service delivery functions, then the combined Corporate Organisation,
Corporate Resources, Management Team and Transformation will form the basis of the back office requirement (973 sq m NIA); while the main
services (1,932 sq m NIA) will be split between other sites. This is shown as an example and there are various connotations around this split
model.

Future Headcount

Our process of engagement with the Councils highlighted that the vast majority of planned reductions in headcount had already been completed
and that any future reductions could be moderate (less than 5%). The strategic space budget has therefore been completed at current headcount
numbers to reflect the fact that there is unlikely to be any dramatic change in headcount in future years based on current plans.

4. MARKET COMMENTARY

MID SUFFOLK AND BABERGH PROPERTY MARKET
ASSESSMENT - INTRODUCTION
Both Mid Suffolk and Babergh Districts are predominantly rural
in nature with populations estimated at 97,000 and 87,000
respectively in 2011.
Commercial property activity in the region is dominated by
Ipswich and its fringe areas that line the A14 corridor which
represent the most mature market and greatest availability of
property and land. Some of these fringe areas lie within
Babergh and Mid Suffolk (e.g. Bramford, Great Blakenham,
Claydon, Sproughton). Aside from these locations commercial
activity in Mid Suffolk is primarily centred around Stowmarket
and Needham Market on the A14 corridor with the northern part
of the district being a significant rural hinterland with some
limited commercial demand centred on Eye with its location
close to the intersection of the A140/A143.
In Babergh, the market towns of Hadleigh and Sudbury have
relatively limited commercial office markets although Sudbury
has significant provision of primarily industrial and warehousing
premises to the north west of the town.
All areas have historically experienced relatively low rates of
commercial development with all markets tending to require
either pre-lets or significant owner occupiers to commit to bring
forward new property stock. Delivery of new build
accommodation in most recent past (since 2007) has been
particularly
challenged
and
speculative
commercial
development is, at best, on the fringe of viability at current
rental levels.
This leaves a legacy of very little completed new or more
modern office stock in the Districts in recent years. Any
refurbishments or newer build properties that have been
completed are also generally in the lower size bands in the
market reflecting the predominant nature of SME’s in the 5003000 sq ft office market.

1

Eye

Stowmarket

Needham
Market
IPSWICH

Sudbury / Cornard

Hadleigh

Given that the model for future provision is yet to be determined, all key market
areas within the Districts have been considered and various sizebands have been
examined to cater for the whole or parts of the hypothetical ‘space budget’ for the
organisations
LSH have therefore undertaken a snapshot review of office property and
development land being marketed within these areas together with land or premises
which are identified as development plan allocations or within the development plan
evidence base to determine the potential for short and longer term options for
alternative office provision. The search terms have been for sites that can provide,
as a minimum, 0.5 acres. With the total land requirement for a new build co-located
office being in the region of 2 acres. The following slides summarise availability and
high level market characteristics in each of the main market areas

SUDBURY MARKET ASSESSMENT AND CURRENT AVAILABILITY
Existing Buildings (Grade A or Newly refurbished) – 5,000 – 35,000 sq ft)
None currently marketed or in construction
Buildings Available suitable for refurbishment (5,000 – 35,000 sq ft)
None currently marketed or under refurbishment
Land (Currently Marketed and Local Plan / ELR allocations)
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Rents, Rates and Service Charge Assumptions
Grade A (New) - £xxx-£xxx per sq ft NIA (estimated if available)
Grade B (Refurbishment) – £xxx - £xxx per sq ft NIA
Grade C (Second Hand) - £xxx - £xxx per sq ft NIA
•Service Charge estimated a £xxx per sq ft
•Rates payable assumed at xx% of annual rental costs

Land Acquisition Costs
B1 Commercial Land - £xxx-£xxx per acre
Residential Land – Estimated at £xxx-xxx per acre (suburban typology –
serviced to boundary and greenfield). Potential premium for smaller sites under
1 acre.

1

Office Development Project Costs (Base Build, Externals, Fees – 2
storey assumed).
Base Build Cost - £xxx per m2 (GEA)
Externals and connections - £xxx per m2 (GEA)
Project Fees (Global inc. procurement) @xx% of Base and Externals £xxx per m2 (GEA)
Public Sector / SCC Partner Availability / BDC/MSDC alternate
assets
Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

IPSWICH FRINGE - ALTERNATIVE OPTIONS – CURRENT
AVAILABILITY
Existing Buildings (Grade A or Newly refurbished) – 5,000 – 35,000 sq ft)
Endeavour House - £xxx per sq ft, £xxx per sq ft service charge via SCC
xxxxxxxxxxxxxx - £xxx quoting (est £xxx) , SC £xxx, Rates £xxx. Up to 21,000 sq ft
modern office building (xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx)
Buildings Available suitable for refurbishment (5,000 – 35,000 sq ft)
None being currently marketed
Land (Marketed and Local Plan / ELR allocations)
Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
The location is strategically accessible although the fringe location is not served
directly by rail links. The environments are largely industrial / warehousing with some
larger offices with limited other amenities. Other partners (Suffolk Police and SCC)
have significant occupation in the area
Office Rents, Rates and Service Charge Assumptions
Grade A (New) - £xxx-£xxx per sq ft NIA but limited evidence available to support
grade A current rents and only limited deal sizes.
Grade B (New Refurbishment) – £xxx - £xxx
Grade C (Second Hand) - £xxx - £xxx
•Service Charge estimated a £xxx - £xxx per sq ft
•Rates payable assumed at xx% of annual rental costs

1

Land Acquisition Costs
B1 Commercial Land - £xxx-£xxx per acre estimated
Office Development Project Costs (Base Build, Externals,
Fees – 2 storey assumed).
Base Build Cost - £xxx per m2 (GEA)
Externals - £xxx per m2 (GEA)
Project Fees (Global inc. procurement) - £xxx per m2
(GEA)
FFE estimated at xx% of global project costs

HADLEIGH - ALTERNATIVE OPTIONS – CURRENT AVAILABILITY
Existing Buildings (Grade A or Newly refurbished) – 5,000 – 35,000 sq ft)
None
Buildings Available suitable for refurbishment (5,000 – 35,000 sq ft)
None
Land (Marketed / Local Plan / ELR allocations)
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
As Sudbury – very limited office stock in town centre and no sites/premises currently
available – difficult in Historic Core. Lady Lane quite peripheral for access for public
and other services.
Commercial Land estimate - £xxx per acre (serviced to boundary –
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx)
Residential Land – Estimated at £xxx - £xxx per acre (suburban typology) –
development sites in town are likely to suit this typology
Estimated Rents, Rates and Service Charge Assumptions
Grade A (New) - £xxx-£xxx per sq ft NIA
Grade B (Refurbishment) – £xxx0 - £xxx per sq ft NIA
Grade C (Second Hand) - £xxx - £xxx per sq ft NIA
Service Charge on new office development estimated at £xxx per sq ft
Rates estimated payable estimated at xx% of annual rental
Land Acquisition Costs
B1 Commercial Land - £xxx-£xxx per acre

Office Development Project Costs (Base Build,
Externals, Fees – 2 storey assumed).
Base Build Cost - £xxx0 per m2 (GEA) (based on sub 10,000
sq ft requirement)
Externals - £xxx per m2 (GEA)
Project Fees (Global inc. procurement) - £xxx per m2 (GEA)
Public Sector / Partner Land / opportunities
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
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STOWMARKET ALTERNATIVE OPTIONS – CURRENT
AVAILABILITY
Existing Buildings (Grade A or Newly refurbished) – 5,000 – 35,000 sq ft)
None
Buildings Available suitable for refurbishment (5,000 – 35,000 sq ft)
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx.
Land (Marketed / Local Plan / ELR allocations)
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
As Sudbury – very limited office stock in town centre and limited
sites/premises currently available – difficult in Historic Core. Benefits of
locating for regeneration objectives on business parks. Significant allocated
land but infrastructure require to bring some of this forward
Commercial Land estimate - £xxx per acre (serviced to boundary)
Residential Land – Estimated at £xxx - £xxx per acre (suburban typology) –
development sites in town are likely to suit this typology
Estimated Rents, Rates and Service Charge Assumptions
Grade A (New) - £xxx - £xxx per sq ft NIA
Grade B (Refurbishment) – £xxx - £xxx per sq ft NIA
Grade C (Second Hand) - £xxx - £xxx per sq ft NIA
Service Charge on new development estimated at £xxx per sq ft
Rates payable estimated at xx% of annual rent
Land Acquisition Costs
B1 Commercial Land - £xxx-£xxx per acre
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NEEDHAM MARKET ALTERNATIVE OPTIONS – CURRENT
AVAILABILITY
Existing Buildings (Grade A or Newly refurbished) – 5,000 – 35,000 sq
ft)
None
Buildings Available suitable for refurbishment (5,000 – 35,000 sq ft)
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Land (Marketed / Local Plan / ELR allocations)
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx .
Quoting at £xxx per acre (estimated acquisition at £xxx per acre)
As Sudbury – very limited office stock in town centre and no existing
premises currently available for satellite or new build HQ – difficult in
Historic Core and conservation area.
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Residential Land – Estimated at £xxx - £xxx per acre (suburban typology) –
development sites in town are likely to suit this typology
Estimated Rents, Rates and Service Charge Assumptions
Grade A (New) - £xxx-£xxx per sq ft NIA
Grade B (Refurbishment) – £xxx - £xxx per sq ft NIA
Grade C (Second Hand) - £xxx - £xxx per sq ft NIA
Service Charge on new development estimated at £xxx per sq ft
Rates Payable estimated at xx% of annual rent
Land Acquisition Costs
B1 Commercial Land - £xxx-xxx per acre
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EXISTING OFFICE SITES – HADLEIGH - PLANNING AND
MARKET APPRAISAL
xxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
• xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
• xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
• xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
• xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
• xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxx
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EXISTING OFFICE SITES – NEEDHAM MARKET PLANNING AND MARKET APPRAISAL
xxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
• xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
• xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
• xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
• xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
• xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
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OUTLINE MARKET APPRAISAL – XXXXXXXXXXXXXX
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxx

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

MSDC- outline appraisal uses

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Hadleigh – outline appraisal uses

EXISTING SITES – PLANNING & MARKET APPRAISAL –
Table of Land Cost and Gross Development Value
HADLEIGH DEVELOPMENT ASSUMPTIONS
Construction: Rate pF
High Level Development Assumptions
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Sales: Rate pF
-10.00 pF
245.00 pF
-5.00 pF
250.00 pF

-10.000%
(£xxx)
£xxx
(£xxx)
£xxx

-5.000%
(£xxx)
£xxx
(£xxx)
£xxx

0.000%
(£xxx)
£xxx
(£xxx)
£xxx

+5.000%
(£xxx)
£xxx
(£xxx)
£xxx

+10.000%
(£xxx)
£xxx
(£xxx)
£xxx

0.00 pF
255.00 pF
+5.00 pF
260.00 pF
+10.00 pF
265.00 pF

(£xxx)
£xxx
(£xxx)
£xxx
(£xxx)
£xxx

(£xxx)
£xxx
(£xxx)
£xxx
(£xxx)
£xxx

(£xxx)
£xxx
(£xxx)
£xxx
(£xxx)
£xxx

(£xxx)
£xxx
(£xxx)
£xxx
(£xxx)
£xxx

(£xxx)
£xxx
(£xxx)
£xxx
(£xxx)
£xxx

Receipt Estimate is at £xxx for the disposal of the whole site.

Receipt in the instance of notionally retaining sufficient space
to create a hub building depreciates the receipt to between
£xxx - £xxx on the assumption that
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx and lesser space is given to
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxx.
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Risks
• xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
• xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
• xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
• xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
• xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

EXISTING SITES – PLANNING AND MARKET APPRAISAL –
NEEDHAM MARKET DEVELOPMENT ASSUMPTIONS

Assumptions
• xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
• xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
• xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
• xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
• xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
•

1

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Risks
• xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
• xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
• xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
• xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
• xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
• xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
• xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
• xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
• xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Receipt Estimated at £xxx for total site disposal
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

•

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

•
•

xxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

EXISTING SITES – PLANNING AND MARKET APPRAISAL
NEEDHAM MARKET DEVELOPMENT ASSUMPTIONS

Table of Land Cost and Gross Developmenty Value
Construction: Rate pF
Sales:
-10.00% -5.00%
0.00%
5.00% 10.00%
Rate pF
(£xxx)
(£xxx)
(£xxx)
(£xxx)
(£xxx)
-10.00 pF
£xxx
£xxx
£xxx
£xxx
£xxx
(£xxx)
(£xxx)
(£xxx)
(£xxx)
(£xxx)
-5.00 pF
£xxx
£xxx
£xxx
£xxx
£xxx
(£xxx)
(£xxx)
(£xxx)
(£xxx)
(£xxx)
0.00 pF
£xxx
£xxx
£xxx
£xxx
£xxx
(£xxx)
(£xxx)
(£xxx)
(£xxx)
(£xxx)
+5.00 pF
£xxx
£xxx
£xxx
£xxx
£xxx
(£xxx)
(£xxx)
(£xxx)
(£xxx)
(£xxx)
+10.00
pF
£xxx
£xxx
£xxx
£xxx
£xxx

Receipt in the instance of complete site disposal including the
overflow car park produces a reduced residual value in the
region of £xxx
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Table of Land Cost and Gross Developmenty Value
Construction: Rate pF
Sales:
-10.00% -5.00%
0.00%
5.00% 10.00%
Rate pF
(£xxx)
(£xxx)
(£xxx)
(£xxx)
(£xxx)
-10.00 pF
£xxx
£xxx
£xxx
£xxx
£xxx
(£xxx)
(£xxx)
(£xxx)
(£xxx)
(£xxx)
-5.00 pF
£xxx
£xxx
£xxx
£xxx
£xxx
(£xxx)
(£xxx)
(£xxx)
(£xxx)
(£xxx)
0.00 pF
£xxx
£xxx
£xxx
£xxx
£xxx
(£xxx)
(£xxx)
(£xxx)
(£xxx)
(£xxx)
+5.00 pF
£xxx
£xxx
£xxx
£xxx
£xxx
(£xxx)
(£xxx)
(£xxx)
(£xxx)
+10.00 (£xxx)
pF
£xxx
£xxx
£xxx
£xxx
£xxx

Receipt in the instance of a satellite building of
8,500 sq ft being located at the site produces a
residual value in the region of £xxx

Table of Land Cost and Gross Developmenty Value
Construction: Rate pF
Sales:
-10.00% -5.00%
0.00%
5.00% 10.00%
Rate pF
(£xxx)
(£xxx)
(£xxx)
(£xxx)
(£xxx)
-10.00 pF
£xxx
£xxx
£xxx
£xxx
£xxx
(£xxx)
(£xxx)
(£xxx)
(£xxx)
(£xxx)
-5.00 pF
£xxx
£xxx
£xxx
£xxx
£xxx
(£xxx)
(£xxx)
(£xxx)
(£xxx)
(£xxx)
0.00 pF
£xxx
£xxx
£xxx
£xxx
£xxx
(£xxx)
(£xxx)
(£xxx)
(£xxx)
(£xxx)
+5.00 pF
£xxx
£xxx
£xxx
£xxx
£xxx
(£xxx)
(£xxx)
(£xxx)
(£xxx)
+10.00 (£xxx)
pF
£xxx
£xxx
£xxx
£xxx
£xxx

Receipt in the instance of a hub building of
21,000 sq ft being located at the site produces
a reduced residual value in the region of £xxx

5. FUTURE ACCOMMODATION
OPTIONS

DESCRIPTION OF OPTIONS
• Option 1 – Base Case (Control) – Do minimum - BDC and MSDC retain offices at Hadleigh and Needham Market – Seek to drive space
efficiency and organisation – sub let notionally surplus space – undertake backlog maintenance and repairs to statutory compliance.

• Option 2 (sub option a (Hadleigh), sub option b (Needham Market) – Co-Locate all functions at existing offices. Dispose of surplus space / site.
• Option 3 – Collocate majority of functions at Needham Market in new purpose built accommodation but retain part of vacated site at Hadleigh site
for service delivery / contact centre and decant accommodation
• Option 4 - Develop part Needham Market for Key Back Office Function – develop or lease Sudbury and Stowmarket service delivery / contact
centres. Dispose of other surplus space at Hadleigh and Needham Market.
• Option 5 – Co-Locate Back Office Function with SCC in Ipswich – new service delivery / contact centres leased or developed in Sudbury and
Stowmarket. Dispose of all existing assets.
• Option 6 – Co-Locate Back Office Function with SCC in Ipswich . Develop or lease 5 service delivery / contact centre buildings (spokes) in Sudbury,
Stowmarket, Needham Market, Hadleigh and Eye.
• Option 7 - Co-Locate Back Office Function on the Ipswich fringe in Sproughton . Develop or lease 5 service delivery / contact centre buildings
(spokes) in Sudbury, Stowmarket, Needham Market, Hadleigh and Eye.

NB. Detailed assumptions for each property are included within Appendix 1 and detailed summaries of each option within Appendix 2.

OPTION 1 – SPATIAL DESCRIPTION

•Retain existing office space in
Hadleigh and condense staff to
circa 1452 m2 (15,600 sq ft)
•Enables circa 2,468m2 (26,550
sq ft) of commercial / partner
letting space following
refurbishment and separation
works

•No Acquisitions
•Letting Disposals only
•Income from letting and service charge / rates contributions
•Current notional even split of staff and service distribution
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•Retain existing office
space in Needham
Market and condense
staff to 1452 m2 (15,600
sq ft)
•Enables circa 3,026 m2
(32,500 sq ft) of
commercial / partner
letting space following
refurbishment and
separation works

OPTION 2 A) – SPATIAL DESCRIPTION
•Dispose of whole MSDC site for
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxx and conversion of
Hurstlea House.

•Retain existing office space in
Hadleigh of Circa 3920 m2 (42,179
sq ft) and migrate all staff to
single Hub Office.
•No surplus letting space
anticipated given flexibility issues

•No Acquisitions
•Disposal of Needham Market Site for xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx and conversion of
listed asset.
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OPTION 2 B) – SPATIAL DESCRIPTION
•Retain existing office space in
Needham Market and
remodel/refurbish to migrate all
staff in to and drive space
efficiency
•Notionally leaves surplus letting
space of approximately 1,573 m2
(16,925 sq ft) for income from
partner or commercial operator

•Dispose of whole Babergh site
for
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

•No Acquisitions
•Disposal of Hadleigh Site in entirety
•Surplus space letting estimated at £xxx-£xxx per sq ft subsequent to refurbishment
and separation works with defrayment of some rates and income from service
charge.
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OPTION 3 – SPATIAL DESCRIPTION

•Demolish existing
buildings at Needham
Market – Build New
2,045m2 (22,000 sq ft)
Service delivery Hub.
•Dispose of surplus land
and Hurstlea House for
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxx
•Demolish extension to rear of
Hadleigh Site and build new Back
Office Hub 860 m2 (circa 9,250 sq
ft).
•Dispose of Listed Buildings for
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxx
•Utilise car park for
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

•No Land Acquisitions
•Disposal of part of Hadleigh Site (listed areas) and Disposal of small part of surplus land at
Needham Market for enabling xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
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OPTION 4 – SPATIAL DESCRIPTION
•Acquire site for development of
(966 m2) 10,400 sq ft of service
delivery offices
•Create 973 m2 (10,473 sq ft) back
office hub on 0.75 acres of
existing MSDC site.
•Dispose of 2.35 acres
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

•Acquire site for development of
(966 m2) 10,400 sq ft of service
delivery offices

•Dispose of Babergh DC offices
for
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

•Two Land Acquisitions for office development (Sudbury and Stowmarket) and use of
existing freehold for new build
•Disposal of all Hadleigh Site (listed areas) and Disposal of most part of Needham Market
site.
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OPTION 5 – SPATIAL DESCRIPTION
•Acquire site for development of
(966 m2) 10,400 sq ft of service
delivery offices
•Dispose of MSDC
office site in entirety.
Conversion of Hurstlea
House for
xxxxxxxxxxxx

•Acquire site for development of
(966 m2) 10,400 sq ft of service
delivery offices

•Dispose of Babergh DC
offices for xxxxxxxxxx

•Lease of 973 m2 (10,473 sq ft)
office space for Key Back Office
function in SCC partner
building – Endeavour House

•Two Land Acquisitions for office development in Sudbury and Stowmarket.
•Disposal of all Hadleigh Site and Disposal of all Needham Market site.
•Lease acquired for collocation with Partner in Ipswich
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OPTION 6 – SPATIAL DESCRIPTION
•Acquire site for
development of circa
387m2 (4,166 sq ft) of
service delivery
offices

•Acquire site for
development of circa
387m2 (4,166 sq ft) of
service delivery
offices

•Acquire site for development
of circa 387m2 (4,166 sq ft) of
service delivery offices .
•Dispose of Existing Needham
Offices for xxxxxxxxxxxxx
•Acquire site for development of
387m2 (4,166 sq ft) of service
delivery offices
•Dispose of existing Babergh Offices
for xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

•Acquire site for
development of circa
387m2 (4,166 sq ft) of
service delivery
offices

•Lease of 973 m2 (10,473 sq ft) of
office space for Key Back Office
function in SCC partner building –
Endeavour House

•5 small Land Acquisitions for office development.
•Disposal of all Hadleigh Site and Disposal of all Needham Market site.
•Lease acquired for collocation with Partner in Ipswich
1

OPTION 7 – SPATIAL DESCRIPTION
•Acquire site for
development of circa
387m2 (4,166 sq ft) of
service delivery
offices

•Acquire site for
development of circa
387m2 (4,166 sq ft) of
service delivery
offices

•Acquire site for development
of circa 387m2 (4,166 sq ft) of
service delivery offices .
•Dispose of Existing Needham
Offices for xxxxxxxxx

•Acquire site for
development of circa
387m2 (4,166 sq ft) of
service delivery
offices

•Acquire site for development of
387m2 (4,166 sq ft) of service
delivery offices
•Dispose of existing Babergh Offices
for xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

•Develop office of 973 m2 (10,473 sq
ft) for Administration Hub in
Sproughton.

•5 small Land Acquisitions for office development.
•Disposal of all Hadleigh Site and Disposal of all Needham Market site.
•0.75 acre site acquired and New Build Admin Hub (circa 9,250 sq ft NIA) in Sproughton
1

QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS - METHODOLOGY
The financial analysis used to evaluate the options is based on the HM Treasury “Green Book”.

To understand competing receipts, costs and investments a net present value (NPV) cash flow approach is used to assess the relative costs of

competing approaches to managing the portfolio.

The two main sources of information are
• For the existing portfolio from client records; where there are discrepancies with expectations benchmarks are used
• For new properties, disposal values etc LSH market research

The discount rate used is 3.5% and no allowance has been made for exceptional inflation in the model.

The table on the following page provides a summary of the quantitative analysis.

QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS – RESULTS
The table below provides a summary of the financial analysis. It can be seen that:
• All options produce a negative Net Present Value
• The highest performing option financially is option 2a where the sites are consolidated into Hadleigh albeit that this would need to be tested
for deliverability
• The lowest performing option (highest cost) is option 1, closely followed by options 5 and 6
• Where Needham Market is retained , the NPV analysis shows a significant saving against the option 1
• Options 5 and 6 are the worst performing financially , primarily due to the high occupational costs of Endeavour House
• The highest capital investment occurs in option 5 where three new buildings are developed albeit that this option also includes the highest
capital receipt.

Measure 1.1

Option 1 – 1.2
Continue with
current Council
Property Strategy

Options 2(a)
1.4–
Consolidate into
Hadleigh

Options 2(b)
1.6–
Consolidate
into Needham
Market

Option 3 – New
1.7
office at
Needham
Market retain
part of vacated
Hadleigh site

Option 4 – New
1.8
admin building in
Needham Market
and service
delivery in
Stowmarket and
Sudbury

Option 5 – Share
1.9
admin building in
Endeavour House
plus service
delivery in
Stowmarket and
Sudbury

Option 6 – 1.10
Endeavour House
plus 5 spokes

Option 7 –
Sproughton plus 5
spokes.

1.3
1.5
Space Budget
Floor Area
Net Present
Value (NPV)

2,905
8,398
-15,903,000

2,905
3,920
-7,902,000

2,905
4,478
-8,959,225

2,905
2,905
-9,314,000

2,905
2,905
-9,284,047

2,905
2,905
-14,131,116

2,905
2,905
-13,786,626

2,905
2,905
-10,839,739

Capital
Investment
(including
backlog
maintenance)
Capital
Receipt
Indicative
Sub-letting
income over
25 year period
% NPV saving
against option
1

xxx

xxx

xxx

xxx

xxx

xxx

xxx

xxx

xxx

xxx

xxx

xxx

xxx

xxx

xxx

xxx

xxx

xxx

xxx

xxx

xxx

xxx

xxx

0%

-50%

-44%

-41%

-42%

-11%

-13%

-32%

QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS - METHODOLOGY
The qualitative assessment

Criteria

Sub-Criteria

Service Delivery

Delivers co-location and integration Recognises the need for increased partnership working 5%
to deliver customer-led services. Opportunities for colocation with public sector partners are maximised to
allow for improved services and maximising the
efficiency and value of the single public sector estate

was based on the criteria
and weighting established

% Weighting

Flexibility and future proofing

Accommodation allows for service delivery to change
over time - particularly in response to demographic
change, policy shifts in service delivery, channel shift
and evolving public sector partnerships

Accommodation that supports
service delivery

The accommodation provides a quality and quantity of 5%
accommodation that supports and encourages the shift
in service delivery to more project work and partner
working

Accessibility

Accommodation is suitably located to allow efficient
and simple access for effective service delivery

7%

Where the public need to access services at Council
offices, these are located in areas that are easily
accessible by a range of private and public transport
options

10%

Supports culture shift and council
leadership

Accommodation supports cultural and leadership
initiatives

13%

Supports flexible / agile working

Accommodation provides an environment that will
12%
allow the organisation to become more efficient and
productive. Accommodation will support various agile
working strategies and breakdown of silos.

Staff accessibility and recruitment

New office locations are accessible to current and
future staff through a range of public and private
transport options

Revenue Generation

Enterprise opportunity

Delivering Outcomes

Delivering outcomes

Creates opportunities for the Councils to establish
6%
commercial activities (within new or existing buildings)
as revenue generating opportunities
Net contribution from both new locations and future
11%
use of existing sites to the Councils' corporate
objectives - i.e. how will the options support jobs and
economic growth; deliver the appropriate mix of
housing; and/or support communities

Democracy

Democratic identity and civic pride Local presence in the districts of Babergh and MidSuffolk; retains and supports sovereign identity;
provides a satisfactory solution to requirement for
Council and committee meetings

following the stakeholder
interviews and two client
workshops.

This process generated the
qualitative assessment
framework set out within
the adjacent table.

Defined as...

Organisation

Ability to meet in the district
locations

Total
Weighting
36%

9%

33%

8%

10%

Accommodation provides opportunities for Members 4%
to meet with local communities, each other and Council
officers

6%

11%

14%

QUALITATIVE ASSESSMENT - RESULTS
Criteria

Sub-Criteria

Service Delivery

Delivers co-location and integration Recognises the need for increased partnership working 5%
to deliver customer-led services. Opportunities for colocation with public sector partners are maximised to
allow for improved services and maximising the
efficiency and value of the single public sector estate

Defined as...

% Weighting

Total
Weighting
36%

Weighted Score

Weighted Score

Weighted Score

Weighted Score

Weighted Score

Weighted Score

Weighted Score

0.15

0.15

0.15

0.15

0.35

0.50

0.50

0.35

-

-

0.27

0.27

0.27

0.63

0.63

0.27

0.15

-

0.15

0.15

0.15

0.35

0.35

0.15

Flexibility and future proofing

Accommodation allows for service delivery to change
over time - particularly in response to demographic
change, policy shifts in service delivery, channel shift
and evolving public sector partnerships

Accommodation that supports
service delivery

The accommodation provides a quality and quantity of 5%
accommodation that supports and encourages the shift
in service delivery to more project work and partner
working

Accessibility

Accommodation is suitably located to allow efficient
and simple access for effective service delivery

7%

-

-

-

0.21

0.21

0.49

0.70

0.49

Where the public need to access services at Council
offices, these are located in areas that are easily
accessible by a range of private and public transport
options

10%

0.30

-

-

0.30

0.30

0.70

1.00

0.30

Supports culture shift and council
leadership

Accommodation supports cultural and leadership
initiatives

13%

-

-

0.39

0.39

0.39

0.91

1.30

0.91

Supports flexible / agile working

Accommodation provides an environment that will
12%
allow the organisation to become more efficient and
productive. Accommodation will support various agile
working strategies and breakdown of silos.

-

-

0.36

0.36

0.36

0.84

0.84

0.36

Staff accessibility and recruitment

New office locations are accessible to current and
future staff through a range of public and private
transport options

0.24

-

-

-

-

0.24

0.24

-

Revenue Generation

Enterprise opportunity

6%

-

0.18

0.18

-

-

0.42

0.42

0.42

Delivering Outcomes

Delivering outcomes

Creates opportunities for the Councils to establish
6%
commercial activities (within new or existing buildings)
as revenue generating opportunities
Net contribution from both new locations and future
11%
use of existing sites to the Councils' corporate
objectives - i.e. how will the options support jobs and
economic growth; deliver the appropriate mix of
housing; and/or support communities

11%

-

0.33

-

-

-

0.77

0.77

0.77

Democracy

Democratic identity and civic pride Local presence in the districts of Babergh and MidSuffolk; retains and supports sovereign identity;
provides a satisfactory solution to requirement for
Council and committee meetings

14%

0.70

-

-

0.30

0.30

0.30

0.30

-

0.12

-

-

0.12

0.12

0.12

0.28

0.12

1.66

0.66

1.50

2.25

2.45

6.27

7.33

4.14

Organisation

Ability to meet in the district
locations

33%

8%

10%

Accommodation provides opportunities for Members 4%
to meet with local communities, each other and Council
officers

Total
Scoring
Does not comply
Limited ability to meet requirement
Meets most requirements
Meets all requirements

9%

Weighted Score

100%

0
3
7
10

OPTIONS APPRAISAL SUMMARY
The findings from both the qualitative and quantitative analysis of options are set out in the table below.

Measure 1.1

Option 1 – 1.2
Continue with
current Council
Property Strategy

Options 2(a)
1.4–
Consolidate into
Hadleigh

Options 2(b)
1.6–
Consolidate
into Needham
Market

Option 3 – New
1.7
office at
Needham
Market retain
part of vacated
Hadleigh site

Option 4 – New
1.8
admin building in
Needham Market
and service
delivery in
Stowmarket and
Sudbury

Option 5 – Share
1.9
admin building in
Endeavour House
plus service
delivery in
Stowmarket and
Sudbury

Option 6 – 1.10
Endeavour House
plus 5 spokes

Option 7 –
Sproughton plus 5
spokes.

1.3
1.5
Space Budget
Floor Area
Net Present
Value (NPV)
Capital
Investment
(including
backlog
maintenance)
Capital
Receipt
Indicative
Sub-letting
income over
25 year period
% NPV saving
against option
1
Quality
Appraisal
Score

2,905
8,398
-15,903,000

2,905
3,920
-7,902,000

2,905
4,478
-8,959,225

2,905
2,905
-9,314,000

2,905
2,905
-9,284,047

2,905
2,905
-14,131,116

2,905
2,905
-13,786,626

2,905
2,905
-10,839,739

xxx

xxx

xxx

xxx

xxx

xxx

xxx

xxx

xxx

xxx

xxx

xxx

xxx

xxx

xxx

xxx

xxx

xxx

xxx

xxx

xxx

xxx

xxx

0%

-50%

-44%

-41%

-42%

-11%

-13%

-32%

1.66

0.66

1.50

2.25

2.45

6.27

7.33

4.14

OPTIONS APPRAISAL – SUMMARY (CONT’D)
The graph below shows a comparison of the quantitative analysis (NPV) and the qualitative analysis. Given that all of the NPVs are negative as
set out on the previous pages, these have been adjusted to allow relative comparison between the options. For this reason however, no values
have been provided.

This analysis does however show that those options that involve remaining in current accommodation have a higher NPV (or in reality lower Net
Present Cost) but a lower quality appraisal score. Options 5 and 6 score best in qualitative terms but are less favourable from a quantitative
perspective. A key question is therefore that, given they produce the best quality score, can they be afforded financially and are there any options
to deliver these outcomes more cost effectively?

Net Present Value (NPV)
Quality Appraisal Score

Option 1
Option 2a
Option 2b
Option 3 New Option 4 New Option 5 Share
Continue with Consolidate into Consolidate into
office at
admin building admin building
current Council
Hadleigh
Needham
Needham
in Needham
in Endeavour
Property
Market
Market retain
Market and
House plus
Strategy
part of vacated service delivery service delivery
Hadleigh site in Stowmarket in Stowmarket
and Sudbury
and Sudbury

Option 6
Option 7
Endeavour Sproughton plus
House plus 5
5 spokes
spokes

MID SUFFOLK AND BABERGH PROPERTY MARKET
ASSESSMENT – BUY OR LEASE? – OTHER DELIVERY OPTIONS?
The office market is such that there is an extreme paucity of supply of the type of office space that will drive desking ratios at 1:10.5 m2.
The market trawl that has been undertaken demonstrates the availability of land in most instances to construct and occupy premises to suit either
through a design and build route with a lease or straightforward purchase, procurement and freehold ownership.
Existing premises meeting notional space requirements are almost non existent and even where potential exists (e.g. xxxxxxx) these will tend to be a
compromise and may present issues in achieving desking ratios even post refurbishment. Better quality space tends to exist in the smaller size
bands and may make the delivery of spoke or smaller satellite options easier, although there is a significant lack of built opportunities currently in all
potential option sizes in the target markets.
It is also notable that leases for modern space are, in all locations, going to be at a premium compared to the second hand inflexible space that the
Districts own currently. Rents for new space are invariably in the region of £xxx - £xxx per sq ft which leads to a significant question in the business
model about ownership, flexibility and the holding assets (either existing or new).
The options that have been evolved concentrate on the notional space budget, capital costs of provision and receipts for ease of comparability but
there is, of course, the possibility of finessing options when moving to feasibility to examine further whether there are ways to drive income and to
trade on the government backed nature of the District’s occupation covenants.
These ways to drive income, may look at housing within the private rented sector with a joint venture approach or identification of partners long term
occupation requirement to sit along side the Districts and increase income. However, the viability of constructing excess office space speculatively in
new build developments for the Councils is in our view questionable on viability grounds where rental levels are insufficient to drive a suitable
payback on construction.
If options involve the retention of existing assets, there is the potential in these instance to secure income from partners or commercial operators
although the compatibility of sharing with Council operations presents some issues. We have assumed that space is created for commercial
operations who require exclusivity of possession of certain areas, potentially their own reception, entrance and parking areas and an identity as far
as is possible separated to that of the DC. This is likely to limit further market depth and involve costs which will only go part way to making surplus
space commercially attractive in a low volume market.
A further challenge to letting out space commercially would be the cost of complying with legislative requirements including the Equalities Act and
Energy Act. The Energy Act requires commercially rented buildings to be brought up to a minimum energy efficiency standard by April 2018 (likely to
be an EPC rating of E) or to have carried out all cost-effective energy efficiency measures (in the case the an EPC rating of E cannot be attained).
Given the inefficiency of the current buildings, there is likely to be a cost associated with this albeit that we have not taken this into account within our
assessment. The reality is however that it is likely to impact the viability of any intended letting.
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6. CONCLUSIONS

CONCLUSIONS
As with most organisations, Babergh and Mid Suffolk Councils must strive for flexibility and future proofing in deciding upon an accommodation
strategy. The Councils must be able to respond to as yet unforeseen change, and so the accommodation strategy must be capable of adaptation.

The Councils’ recently adopted Strategic Plan makes very clear the key priorities: growth in the economy while enhancing the environment; ensuring
delivery of a good housing mix and ensuring strong, healthy and safe communities. To achieve this, the Councils must build upon recent

achievements, and become more efficient and effective, and better at service delivery. This means becoming “smaller, smarter, swifter”. There is
therefore a basic need to align resources to priorities and outcomes, in a way that they currently are not. For example, and most basically, having two
admin buildings separated by 12 miles is inefficient, reduces effectiveness and is wasteful of resources. Furthermore, the use and planning of the
buildings is inefficient. In short current accommodation runs counter to the ‘smaller, smarter, swifter’ priority: it is larger than required, less smart in its
ability to support agile working and helps to slow the organisation down.

There are clear reasons why the current accommodation is the way it is, reflecting ‘where the Councils are now’ rather than ‘where they wish to be’.
However, understanding the issues will help determine the planning and management of the future estate. Our stakeholder discussions confirmed the
absolute need for an accommodation strategy to support the outcome of corporate priorities, with space that expresses ‘what the Councils are about’,
reflecting service delivery priorities and strategic priorities. Alongside this accommodation review, IM & ICT is implementing major changes to the
Councils’ technology infrastructure, while OD is implementing changes to HR policy and the Councils are delivering the Leadership in Mind

programme. The simultaneous nature of all this activity presents a very significant opportunity to take an integrated approach to accommodation, OD
and ICT planning. This would help to underpin and enable the wider cultural change that is being developed. Presented as a journey, such an
approach would also be understood by staff and Members because it packages benefits.

A ‘key unknown’ at this stage remains organisational design: what will the Councils ‘look like’? This will be driven in part by the strategic plan’s
delivery programme, and will need to be more clearly defined before options are narrowed and selected if the future proofing is to be achieved.

CONCLUSIONS (CONT’D)
From the analysis above it is however possible to draw the following principle conclusions:
1. Whilst the current offices have been regularly maintained, Needham Market is highly inefficient in energy usage and
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
2. Changes to the way the workplace is used, headcount numbers and service delivery mean that the buildings are no longer fit for purpose. They are
inefficient, oversized , costly and in the wrong locations for service delivery

3. The Integration and Transformation process is well underway. Significant culture change is sought and this requires accommodation that supports
rather than inhibits change. The right size and quality of accommodation is required in the right locations moving forward
4. Both the current properties in Hadleigh and Needham Market have potential for alternative uses with the most likely being for
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
5. Neither current property has the potential for significant commercial subletting aside from some limited retail potential at Needham Market. Private
Rented Sector (PRS) may be a possible option for income generation albeit at the expense of capital receipts - this has not been modelled at this
stage
6. Other than Needham Market and Hadleigh, locations of Ipswich, Sproughton, Stowmarket, Sudbury and Eye have been considered within the
options. There is limited (if any) availability of good quality office accommodation in these locations and therefore new premises through
development would most likely be required. Co-location with partners may be possible although a rent would be required unless new premises
were acquired/developed by the Councils and let to partner organisations

7. Future savings and costs are important factors, but more important is the quality of arrangements fo0r the public, staff, Members and partners
8. All options modelled have a negative Net Present Value

CONCLUSIONS (CONT’D)
9.

Option 1 (continued occupation of Needham Market and Babregh) represents the worst options financially, followed by options 5 and 6 (where
Endeavour House is rented from Suffolk County Council) which have a higher NPV by 15% and 17% respectively compared with option 1 . The
best option financially is option 2a (consolidate in Hadleigh) which has an NPV which is 51% better than option 1 albeit that there are likely to be
practical issues with this due to the configuration. Options 2b, 3, 4 and 7 also perform well financially, outperforming option1 by 44%, 39%, 33%
and 32% respectively

From the analysis above it is however possible to draw the following principle conclusions:
10. The engagement process with councillors and officers generated a qualitative assessment framework with the following weightings:
i.

Service delivery – 36%

ii.

Organisational change – 33%

iii.

Revenue generation – 6%

iv.

Delivering outcomes – 11%

v.

Democracy – 14%

11. Option 2a (consolidate in Hadleigh) performed the worst against the qualitative framework followed by the option 1 (continued occupation of
current buildings) and 2b (consolidate in Needham Market). These were closely followed by options 3 (New office at Needham Market retain part
of vacated Hadleigh site) and 4 (New admin building in Needham Market and service delivery in Stowmarket and Sudbury) .

12. Option 7 (Sproughton plus 5 spokes) was a middle performer from a quality perspective.
13. The option that most closely fitted the qualitative requirements for accommodation was option 6 (Endeavour House plus 5 spokes), closely
followed by option 5 (Endeavour House plus service delivery in Stowmarket and Sudbury). The highly performing options from a quality
perspective perform particularly well against service delivery, culture shift and the introduction of agile / flexible working styles. This is very much
in line with the current position the integrating Councils find themselves in.

CONCLUSIONS (CONT’D)
14. At present, the combined Corporate Organisation, Corporate Resources, Management Team and Transformation has been modelled as the back
office requirement (973 sq m NIA); while the main services (1,932 sq m NIA) will be split between other sites. Due to the uncertainty relating to
the future shape of the organisation the main services are split nominally between the service delivery offices or ‘spokes’. Consideration of the
size of these offices and the services occupying them alongside the locations will be important to ensure that the new shape of accommodation
enhances the Councils’ intention to integrate and doesn’t create new silos for working.

APPENDIX 1
PROPERTY ASSUMPTIONS

PROPERTY ASSUMPTIONS
Council Offices, Needham Market

Notes

Floor Area

Net internal
Where possible current budget information
used; adjust for life cycle not included
(£10/m2); Maintenance too low (add
£15/m2)

4,478

Revenue receipt

Half fron CSD compared with currently - 54
people

xxx

Revenue receipt if refurbishment

1000m2 x £xxxpsm (6.50psf) per annum
From LSH report
From LSH Valuation between £xxx and £xxx take mid point

xxx

From LSH report
Net internal x £xxxpsm per annum

xxx

Revenue costs pa (current)

One of revenue cost for leasing space if space refurbished
Capital disposal value
Assessed BLM
Refurbishment cost

xxx

xxx
xxx

xxx

Council Offices, Hadleigh
Floor Area

Net Internal
Where possible current budget information
used; adjust for life cycle not included
(£10/m2); Management (£10/m2)

3,920

Revenue receipt

No revenue currently in place - assume BLM
capital investment will not change
configuration and therefore income

0

Capital disposal value

From LSH Valuation between £xxx and £xxx take mid point

xxx

Assessed BLM

From LSH report
Net internal x £xxxpsm per annum

xxx

Revenue costs pa

Refurbishment cost

xxx

xxx

PROPERTY ASSUMPTIONS
New office Needham Market (with Hadleigh smaller location)
Floor Area
Revenue costs pa

2,045
xxx

Revenue receipt

Generic property and FM costs excluding rent
assessed using typical benchmarks
N/A

Capital disposal value

Surplus land at Hurstlea House £xxx

xxx

Assessed refurbishment cost

£xxx/m2 x net Floor area

xxx

Satellite office Needham Market
Floor Area
Revenue costs pa

973
xxx

Revenue receipt

Generic property and FM costs excluding rent
assessed using typical benchmarks
N/A

Part disposal value if Hadleigh is a satellite

From LSH Valuation £xxx

xxx

Assessed building cost

From LSH assessment between £xxx and
£xxx - take mid point

xxx

Satellite office Hadleigh
Floor Area
Revenue costs pa
Revenue receipt
Part disposal value if Hadleigh is a satellite
Part refurbishment if Hadleigh is a satellite

Generic property and FM costs excluding rent assessed
using typical benchmarks
N/A
From LSH Valuation £xxx
£xxx/m2 x net Floor area

860
xxx

xxx
xxx

PROPERTY ASSUMPTIONS
Stowmarket / Sudbury (acquire office)
Floor Area

20,800 sq ft (1932m2)

1,932

Revenue costs pa

Generic property and FM costs excluding rent
assessed using typical benchmarks

xxx

Capital acquistion value (land)

£xxx per acre x 1.75 acres

xxx

Assessed build cost

£xxx/m2 x net Floor area

xxx

Revenue receipt from surplus space

Ipswich (acquire office)
Floor Area
Revenue costs pa

973
Generic property and FM costsusing typical
benchmarks plus rent £xxxpsft ,£xxxpsft,
Rates £xxx psft

xxx

Capital acquistion value (land)

£xxx per acre x 0.75 acres

xxx

Assessed build cost

£xxx/sqft x net Floor area

xxx

Say 4156 sq ft per Satellite - use Eye as a
typical cost (387m2)
Generic property and FM costs using typical
benchmarks plus rent xxx per sq ft

387

£xxx/sqft x net Floor area

xxx

Revenue receipt from surplus space

Typical Satellite cost
Floor Area
Revenue costs pa
Revenue receipt from surplus space
Capital acquistion value
Assessed refurbishment cost

PROPERTY ASSUMPTIONS
Sproughton (acquire office)
Floor Area
Revenue costs pa

973
Generic property and FM costs excluding rent
assessed using typical benchmarks

xxx

Capital acquistion value (land)

£xxx per acre x 0.75 acres

xxx

Assessed build cost

£xxx/m2 x net Floor area

xxx

Revenue receipt from surplus space

APPENDIX 2
DETAILED OPTION
DESCRIPTION

OPTION 1 – OPTION OUTLINE
Option 1 – Base Case – Do minimum

Hadleigh

BDC and MSDC retain offices at Hadleigh and Needham Market – Seek to
Drive space efficiency and organisation – sub-let notionally surplus space –
undertake backlog maintenance and repairs to statutory compliance.

Sub-divide to retain rear buildings for council use; re-configure existing
listed properties back to a number of individual units. Provide new
utilities and physical separation to third party let listed elements. Allow
£xxx

Total Occupation Space Required (Space Budget) – 2,905 m2 Net
Notional Surplus Space – 3920 m2 net (Babergh) + 4478 m2 Net
(Needham) = 5493 sq m.
Unknown split of occupation between the two buildings in relation to
continued use.

Existing Rates Liabilities per annum – circa £xxx per sq ft (Hadleigh)
Existing Rates Liabilities per annum – circa £xxx per sq ft (Needham)

Change / shift programme required to condense and release lettable
space.

Income

Light refurbishment of spaces at Babergh and Needham Market to provide
space sharing and letting of surplus space (Time period 12 months for
condensing, moves and remodels / refurb to lettable space). Letting surplus
space - void 12 months minimum.

Lettings estimated at £xxx-£xxx per sq ft (£xxx/m2) Needham Market
and £xxx -£xxx per sq ft at Hadleigh propose to adopt median of these
for testing.
Risks

The light refurbishment is allowed for in Backlog maintenance . Other cost
assumptions are detailed below for the two buildings:

•
•

Needham Market - refurbishment

•
•
•

Sub-divide to form two principle areas for third party let; works to include
the formation of two additional entrances, sub-metering of power and
energy consumption, (heating to be via central plant with costs recovered
by service charge) physical separation and upgrading of ‘common’ areas
and facilities, minor external works to demarcate parking separation. Allow
£xxx.

1

Fit out and Furniture to achieve desking ratios - cost

Ongoing maintenance and running costs of unsuitable buildings.
Insecure income and likely significant voids as space is very
unlikely to be single lets (high investment yields in excess of xx%) .
Multiple lets and high management costs
Depth of demand likely poor.
Compatibility of other users to public service activities.

OPTION 2 (A & B) – OPTION OUTLINE
Option 2 sub option a (Hadleigh), sub option b (Needham Market) – Co-Locate all functions at one or other of Existing offices. Dispose of
surplus space / site.

a) Hadleigh

b) Needham Market

Move and decant costs from Needham Market -1 year migration period?

Move and decant costs from Hadleigh - 1 year migration

Disposal receipt from Needham Market – estimated £xxx based on
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxx

Disposal receipt from Hadleigh –estimated at £xxx

No surplus letting space assumed at Hadleigh given limitations on layout
and space flexibility – complete occupation assumed with relaxed float
space - desking ratios increased and modifications to increase flexibility
more limited .

Surplus space in existing buildings estimated at 16,925 sq ft (1,573 m2)
(net usable space) for sub letting - Letting of space assumed to partner
organisations @ £xxx-£xxx per sq ft after refurbishment.
S/C income of partner – estimated at £xxx - £xxx per sq ft
1000 m2 Rates defrayed

FF&E fit out costs at £xxx per m2 of occupied space

12 – 18 months to let space – likely 12 month rent free period

No letting costs

The surplus 1,573m2 available at Needham Market under this option
needs to allow £xxx to sub-divide, form a new entrance, sub-meter
utilities etc. following the same principles as option 1 but at a much
reduced scale.

Rates Payable assumed at £xxx per sq ft (£xxx per m2)
No S/C

Rates Payable assumed at £xxx per sq ft (xxx per m2)
Upfront professional costs for leasing space @ xx% of first years rent
(say £xxx)
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OPTION 3 – OPTION OUTLINE
Option 3– Collocate majority of functions at Needham Market
in to 2,045 m2 (22,000 sq ft) of new purpose built
accommodation) but retain part of vacated site at Hadleigh
site for development of service delivery / contact centre of 860
m2 (9,250 sq ft) net and decant accommodation.
Assumed new 8,500 service delivery / contact centre to rear of
Hadleigh site with car park which currently sits in floodplain parking
shared with xxxxxxxxxxxxx or alternative parking over bridge used
and all parking with xxxxxxxxxxx. Risks of provision and haring
with Hadleigh redevelopment.
Planning for New Build at Hurstlea Road – 12 months. Demolish
and Build 21,000 sq ft of offices. 18 months to practical completion.
Decant required in to Hadleigh – move costs incurred but not
factored in at this stage. Then move back again when new build at
Needham completed.
New Office Development Project Costs @ Needham Market
(Base Build, Externals, Fees – 2 storey assumed).
Base Build Cost - £xxx per m2 (Scale economies over sub 1,000
m2 provision)
Externals and connections - £xxx per m2
Project Fees (Global inc. procurement @ xx%) - £xxx per m2
FF&E estimated at xx of global project costs + Fees = £xxx per m2
Total Project Cost = £xxx per m2 of net accommodation.
Timescale – 1 year to planning – 18 months development
programme to occupation after planning.
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New Office Development Project Costs @ Hadleigh (Base Build,
Externals, Fees – 2 storey assumed).
Base Build Cost - £xxx per m2
Externals - £xxx per m2
Project Fees (Global inc. procurement @ xx%) - £xxx per m2
FF&E estimated at xx% of global project costs + Fees = £xxx per m2
Total Project Cost = £xxx per m2 of net accommodation.
Disposals
Hadleigh
Conversion and infill of quadrangle buildings for xxxxxxxxxxxx provides
receipt in the region of £xxx-£xxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxx
Needham
22,000 sq ft estimated land take of 1.75 acres (includes parking) and
landscaping. Leaves approx. 1.35 acres of main site for disposal plus the
overflow car park for xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx (total approximately 2.55 acres) but
this includes a conversion area of Hurstlea House (demise of approx. 0.4
acres) leaving new build balance of approx. 2.15 acres.
Disposal receipt of Hurstlea House and surplus land is estimated at
between £xxx - £xxx to include 2.15 acres of new xxxxxxxxxx and
conversion of listed building (approximately cost/value neutral)

OPTION 4 – OPTION OUTLINE
Option 4 - Develop part Needham Market for Key Back Office
Function 973 m2 (10,473 sq ft) – develop or lease Sudbury and
Stowmarket service delivery/contact centre provision of 1,932 sq
m (20,796 sq ft) (assumed evenly split). Dispose of other surplus
space at Hadleigh and Needham Market.
•
•
•
•

Churn costs to condense Needham Market and make area of 0.75
acres for development of HQ office.
Procure and build 073 sq m (10,473 sq ft )Back Office Hub
Dispose of Hadleigh and balance of Needham Market (1.95 acres
xxxxxxxxxxx and 0.4 acres for Hurstlea House Conversion)
Procure D and B options for Stowmarket

Disposals with retention at either for Satellite
Hadleigh disposal = £xxx - £xxx 18 months for planning and
completion). Without satellite £xxx
Needham Market = £xxx - £xxx (18 months for planning and
completion). Without satellite £xxx.
Freehold Acquisitions
Stowmarket Service Provision Site
0.75 acres (includes landscaping and parking) – Land acquisition
estimated at £xxx per acre (xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx). Although
quoting costs are higher (xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx at £xxx per acre) .
New Office Development Project Costs @Stowmarket/Sudbury
(Base Build, Externals, Fees – 2 storey assumed).
Base Build Cost - £xxx per m2
Externals - £xxx per m2
Project Fees (Global inc. procurement @ xx%) - £xxx per m2
FF&E estimated at xx% of global project costs + Fees = £xxx per m2
Total Project Cost = £xxx per m2 of net accommodation.
Migration costs
Rates at £xxx per foot payable per annum estimated

1

Alternative1) – purchase and refurbish xxxxxxxxx– Circa £xxx (approx.
8,750 sq ft) light refurbishment cost to be applied (£xxx per sq ft). Rates at
£xxx per sq ft payable.
Alternative 2) – D and B at xxxxxxxxxxxx – rent of circa £xxx per foot +
Service Charge estimated at £xxx per foot. Rates at £xxx per foot payable
per annum estimated
Sudbury Site

No immediate lease options available for suitable office space in 20,000 sq
ft + sizeband. Suitable office space if available would be estimated at £xxx£xxx per sq ft.
Purchase site (assumed on xxxxxxx) or work with SCC to identify surplus
site – Assume acquisition of 0.75 acre site @ £xxx per acre. Town Centre
sites will be more expensive as alternative uses for residential likely
xxxxxxxxxxxx at circa £xxx per acre).
Base Build Cost - £xxx per m2
Externals - £xxx per m2
Project Fees (Global inc. procurement @ xx%) - £xxx per m2
FF&E estimated at xx% of global project costs + Fees = £xxx per m2
Total Project Cost = £xxx per m2 of net accommodation.
Migration costs
Rates at £xxx per foot payable per annum estimated.

OPTION 5 – OPTION OUTLINE
Option 5 – Co-Locate Back Office Function with SCC in Endeavour House, Ipswich – new service delivery / contact centres leased or
developed in Sudbury and Stowmarket. Dispose of all existing assets.
Disposals
Needham Market – £xxx Disposal (18 months for planning and completion)
Hadleigh - £xxx (18 months for planning and completion)
Leased Back Office Hub – e.g Endeavour House
973 m2 (10,473 sq ft) lease at £xxx per sq ft
Service Charge at £xxx per sq ft
Rates – estimated £xxx per sq ft
Fit out - £xxx per sq ft
Note: 21,000 sq ft available at xxxxxxxxx which is more economic than SCC and likely to be marginally better on rent and rates (£xxx per sq ft
payable).
Options for service delivery /contact centres as in option 4 above.
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OPTION 6 – OPTION OUTLINE
Option 6 – Collocate back office hub at SCC Endeavour House. Develop or lease 5 service delivery / contact centre buildings (spokes) in
Sudbury, Stowmarket, Needham Market, Hadleigh and Eye.
Disposals
Needham Market –£xxx Disposal (18 months for planning and completion)
Hadleigh - £xxx (18 months for planning and completion)
Leased Back Office Hub – e.g Endeavour House
973 m2 (10,473 sq ft) lease at £xxx per sq ft
Service Charge at £xxx per sq ft
Rates – estimated £xxx per sq ft
Fit out - £xxx per sq ft
9-12 months for office fit out and progressing legal's to completion.
Lease/purchase 5 offices of circa 378 sq m (4,070 sq ft) in service delivery locations.
Eye – modern premises at Eye Business Park – £xxx per foot (approx. 3,700 sqft available – also available to buy freehold at £xxx per sq ft (quoted)
– purchase estimated at £xxx per sq ft) . No sites currently advertised although land available.
Stowmarket – xxxxxxxxxx - ground and first floors floor as lease options estimated at £xxx per sq ft with S/C at £xxx/ft + Rates at £xxxft . Site
pruchase based on xxxxxxxxxxxx @£xxx per acre (0.5 acres required).
Sudbury – no modern space for lease or purchase. Rent of modern space estimated at £xxx - £xxx per foot in sizeband if it were available.
Development of satellite assumed on xxxxxxxxxx with site of 0.5 acres @ £xxx per acre with consequent timescales and costs as before although
the build period to be shortened to 9 months .
Hadleigh – D and B option only currently at xxxxxxxxxxx – based on £xxx per sq ft (quoting) . Only 3500 sq ft available). Freehold land purchase
estimated (xxxxxxxxxxx) at xxx per acre and base build costs as before at £xxx per m2.
Needham Market – No existing building lease options. Xxxxxxxxxx is being marketed for 8,858 sq ft of office/ retail space. Quoting rent for 4,000 sq
ft is at £xxx (estimate deal at £xxx - £xxx per sq ft for upper floors). Other alternatives are to look at site purchase or D and B options on xxxxxxxx
(quoting £xxx per acre – purchase estimated at £xxx per acre). Rates payable (estimated at £xxx per foot).
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OPTION 7 – OPTION OUTLINE
Option 7 – Develop New Administration Hub of circa 973 m2 (10,473 sq ft) in Sproughton. Develop or lease 5 service delivery / contact
centre buildings (spokes) in Sudbury, Stowmarket, Needham Market, Hadleigh and Eye.
Disposals
Needham Market – £xxx Disposal (18 months for planning and completion)
Hadleigh - £xxx (18 months for planning and completion)
Sproughton Acqusition
Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Lease/purchase 5 offices of circa 378 sq m (4,070 sq ft) in service delivery locations.
As Option 6.
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